
Robert Smith 
Senior All Source Intelligence Analyst

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Passionate &amp; highly experienced all source-analyst; employs critical 
thinking, inductive &amp; deductive reasoning to enhance research, oral 
presentations, reports &amp; provide sound advice to executive leadership.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Senior All Source Intelligence Analyst
USAF -   1997 – Present 

Responsibilities:

 Provided thousands of all-source intel briefings, analytical products 
&amp;advice to senior level decision makers &amp; global consumers 
throughout career up to the present.

 Trusted analysis used for snr ldrs new 2016 msn focus/pivoted to future 
enemies.

 Analyzed adversary intentions during noble anvil, desert fox, oef, oif, 
oef-p oddyssey dawn &amp; multiple usfk operations, informed joint 
decision makers.

 Deployed three times (still willing) in support of air strikes &amp; isr 
missions in centcom theater &amp; provided analytic data on af/pak 
leaders, insurgency &amp; military threats (2001-2002, 2005-2006 
&amp; 2008).

 Integrated first ever rq-4 operations over nk/developed improved 
ballistic missile tracking tactic, found further use improved usfk 
collection strategy.

 Strategic experience at the national level at dia as dro working directly 
w/cocom collection managers 2008-2012.

 Calidated 10k cocom geospatial intel requirements/persistent 
interaction to refine collection nominations/balanced w/scarcity of 
resources.

Intelligence Analyst
USAF -   1995 – 1997 

Responsibilities:

 Developed africom collection strategy in support of us/nato air strikes 
into lybia, toppling qadafi regime.

 Analyzed critical requirements/threat data for more than 650 jcs 
directed reconnaissance missions supporting defense strategy, 
diplomacy &amp; international loac/roes.

 Conducted analysis &amp; reporting of korea first ever nuclear test, 
data briefed to highest level of joint government including potus.

 Handpicked to provide daily situational updates, pre-mission briefings 
&amp; analysis prior to/during first missions into afghanistan in sep/oct 
2001in support of oef.

 Solely responsible for researching, developing, presenting, and 
publishing all-source intelligence products at the tactical and 
operational level supporting various dod agencies to include usfor-a 
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SKILLS

Microsoft Office Suite, 
JWICS, SIPRNET, Google 
Earth, FalconView , 
RMS/GIMS

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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conventional and sof.
 Presented over 200 briefs to the command staff that helped develop 

strategy for over 70 missions.
 Courier for sensitive information and ensured delivery from scif 

locations.

Education

Intelligence - 2005(Air Defense Command &amp; Control 
Warfare/Intelligence Preparation Of The Battlefield - Goodfelow AFB, 
TX )
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